SECTION A - A
NOT TO SCALE

STONE FILLING ON TOP OF GEOTEXTILE REINFORCING, ITEM 207.20
PAYMENT LINE FOR BOTH STRUCTURE EXCAVATION, ITEM 200.80, AND SADDLE VALVES, ITEM 595.01.000X
UNDERGROUND FILTER MATERIAL TYPE I, ITEM 605.0100
PAYMENT LINE FOR BOTH STRUCTURE EXCAVATION, ITEM 200.80, AND SAFE OPERATION SHEET PILING, ITEM 552.13

SECTION B - B
NOT TO SCALE

MEMBRANE WATERPROOFING, ITEM 595.01.0110
6" PERFORATED PVC UNDERGROUND PIPE, ITEM 605.1302
SELECT STRUCTURAL FILL COMPACTED 90", ITEM 203.21
SAFE OPERATION SHEET PILING, ITEM 552.13
MEDIUM STONE FILL, ITEM 623.24 (TYP, EACH END)
SELECT GRANULAR FILL, ITEM 203.07
3'-0" SELECT STRUCTURAL FILL
3'-0" SELECT GRANULAR FILL, ITEM 203.07
REMOVAL AND DISPOSAL OF SUBSTRUCTURE, ITEM 200.29
UNDERGROUND FILTER MATERIAL TYPE I, ITEM 605.0100
6" WEEP HOLES
12" CRUSHED STONE, ITEM 623.12

EXCAVATION AND FILL PLAN
NOT TO SCALE
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